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Background Checks in General

• Important component of hiring process

• Avoid applicants who present risk of:

– Theft of company resources

– Violence in the workplace

– Misconduct toward customers

– Negligent hiring lawsuits

• Can be done in-house or through Consumer
Reporting Agency (subject to FCRA)
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EEOC Regulation of
Background Checks

• National Studies claim that
African-Americans &
Hispanics arrested, convicted,
and incarcerated at
disproportionately high rates

• Thus, EEOC claims minorities
more likely to be impacted by
background checks

• Title VII prohibits disparate impact
upon protected groups
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EEOC Enforcement Guidance No.
915.002 (April 25, 2012)

• No exclusions based on mere fact of criminal
record

– EEOC claims such policies cause disparate impact on
minorities

• Disparate impact liability if: (1) policy
disproportionately screens out protected group,
and (2) employer doesn’t show the exclusion
policy is job related to the position and
consistent with business necessity

– Establish prong (2) as a defense
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Job Related/Business
Necessity Defense

• EEOC outlines two ways to establish:

1. Targeted Screening + Individual Assessment

2. Validate exclusion under Uniform Guidelines on
Employee Selection Procedure
 Relies on social science studies linking convictions to

future job related behavior
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Job Related/Business Necessity Defense:
Targeted Screening + Individual

Assessment

• Targeted Screening – analyze convictions in relation to
position in question

– Consider three factors from
Green v. Missouri Pacific Railroad Co.:

1. Nature & gravity of crime/offense

2. Time elapsed since committed and/or completion of
sentence

3. Nature of position sought/held.

– Establish that exclusion is justified in light of the
conviction
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Job Related/Business Necessity Defense:
Targeted Screening + Individual

Assessment

• Individual Assessment – confirm the individual is
actually a risk before exclusion

• NOT REQUIRED IN ALL CASES

– but EEOC encourages it, claims that screening
without individual assessment may violate Title VII

– Targeted screen alone may be sufficient if narrowly
tailored and conviction has demonstrably tight nexus
to position
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Job Related/Business
Necessity Defense:

• Additional inquiry required – confirm record of
arrest accurately reflects applicant’s conduct
– Examine surrounding circumstances

– Give applicant opportunity to explain

– If conduct denied entirely, evaluate credibility

• Arrests v. Convictions -
Arrest record by itself
never sufficient
Arrest ≠ criminal conduct
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Other Defenses

• Any background check done in compliance with
Federal law = DEFENSE

• But, EEOC claims that compliance with
state/local law is not a defense

– Title VII preempts state and local laws if they
“purport[] to require or permit the doing of any act
which would be an unlawful employment practice”
under title VII

– These checks need to be job related
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FCRA & Using Consumer Reports
• Before obtaining consumer report:

– Get applicant’s written permission

– Provide written notice that info might be used for
employment decision
o Must be clear/conspicuous, stand-alone document (but can

include applicant’s consent form)

• Certify compliance w/ FCRA to the CRA

• After disqualifying conviction identified:
– Provide pre-adverse action notice (copy of report and

summary of rights), and opportunity to explain

– If excluded, provide post-adverse action notice
o Rejection based on report

o Contact info for CRA and that CRA didn’t make the decision

o Applicant has right to dispute report
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Noteworthy Cases & Events Since
EEOC Enforcement Guidance

• District Courts dismiss 2 enforcement actions:
– EEOC v. Kaplan (Northern District of Ohio) – 1/28/13

– EEOC v. Freeman (District of Maryland) – 8/9/13

• In both, EEOC alleged disparate impact on
African-Americans arising from background and
credit checks.

• Courts dismissed both suits after excluding
EEOC expert testimony on presence of
disparate impact
– Never actually ruled on the employers’ job related

defense
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Noteworthy Cases & Events Since
EEOC Enforcement Guidance

• EEOC v. Kaplan – Affirmed by Sixth Circuit on
4/9/14, highly critical opinion
– “The EEOC brought this case on the basis of a

homemade methodology, crafted by a witness with no
particular expertise to craft it, administered by
persons with no particular expertise to administer it,
tested by no one, and accepted only by the witness
himself.”

– Court highlighted that EEOC itself uses the same type
of background check for 90% of its positions

• EEOC v. Freeman – Appeal pending in Fourth
Circuit
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Noteworthy Cases & Events Since
EEOC Enforcement Guidance

• EEOC filed 2 new enforcement actions on
6/11/13:

– EEOC v. BMW (District of South Carolina)

– EEOC v. Dollar General (Northern District of Illinois)

• In both, EEOC alleged disparate impact on
African-Americans arising from background and
credit checks allegedly lacking individualized
assessment.
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Noteworthy Cases & Events Since
EEOC Enforcement Guidance

• Texas attempted to challenge the Enforcement
Guidance

– Sought injunction to prohibit EEOC from regulating
the State’s use of categorical bans on convicted
felons

• Case dismissed on 8/9/14 – court ruled that
Texas lacked standing, not presently at risk of
being penalized

• Texas pursuing appeal before Fifth Circuit
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